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SCHOOL ZONE-Workbook. This book is packed full of different activities to help your child develop

their skills while allowing them to have fun. This package contains one sixty-four page workbook.

Available in a variety of different age groups and different themed activity books, each sold

separately. Made in USA.
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I got this one for my first grade daughter who is just really getting into math. I'm not sure how this

adds up with common core math (no punt intended '), but it has a ton of engaging, easy to follow,

math practice. I love the creativity with some of the pages making them solve the math problems to

get the connect the dot numbers, and the creative was to subtract the fish facing left from the fish

facing right games. Overall, a little challenging but a ton of fun for at home math practice!

I bought this for my older kids (4th- and 5th-grades) to use as drills to improve their addition and

subtraction speed. They enjoy it: full-color pages, few problems per page, cute pictures. I don't think

there's enough transition from single-digit problems to double-digit problems, so I definitely would

not use this book for my 1st-grader... on one page they're subtracting 16-8, and the next page

they're regrouping. But for kids who already know how to add and subtract, this is fun practice.



If you want to really help your child get ahead in classstart them with this Math book. It does a really

great job of doing a flexible process of working on simple along with difficultissues in a good rhythm

of repetition.

Bought for our 5 year old going into first grade to keep up with her reading during summer. Great

lessons and are hard enough to be challenging for her but not too hard that it is frustrating for her.

I did not buy this from . I bought it at our local store but really like how well it was organized. My 5 yr

old just started kindergarten but the class is moving a lot slower than expected so I'm using this for

extra practice at home. I'm not a teacher or anything, just a mom so I can't say how well it is

compared to what they do in school. Just that in the 2 weeks we've been using this, it has really

helped her improve her adding and subtraction. We're using this along with the times, money, and

fractions and it's helped her relate numbers to everyday life.

Wonderful book with colorful pages, great price and great practice for adding and subtracting

just as described A +++++++++++++++++++++++++ Is very useful for younger kids . These work

books are put together with thought and the seller shipped out quick.

My first grader was struggling on math a bit so I decided working with her at home might be enough

to get her back up to speed with her class. This book has been perfect! It starts with single digit

addition and subtraction and increases in difficulty, but not too quickly! I highly recommend these for

kids who need a little extra practice at home.
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